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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Research into constrained nonlinear optimization and Lagrangian theory 
has brought about the appearance of several subdifferentiability concepts. 
We concern ourselves with the following two types: the generalized 
gradient of Clarke [l] and the &-convexity subderivative of Dolecki and 
Kurcyusz [3]. Clarke’s gradient is a generalization of the subderivative of 
a convex function, but per se has little to do with convexity. The &- 
subderivative and other related concepts generalize the idea of support 
planes of convex sets. In the context of “classical” convexity both of the 
corresponding convexity and subdifferentiability concepts are closely 
related. Developments in nondifferentiable optimization have seen a 
separation of these concepts. This paper presents some results relating the 
corresponding generalizations of such concepts, for non-smooth functions. 
It is shown that the existence of the Clarke and $,-subderivatives 
implies, under natural conditions, the existence of the Q’-subgradient [3] 
within a given neighbourhood. Furthermore, the Clarke subgradient can be 
characterized as the convex closure of the derivatives of the Qc-convexity 
subgradients. 
These results are analogous to those of classical convexity. Any convex 
funct.ion can be obtained by taking the supremum of afine functions 
$(U)=(4b)+p. 1 n connection with the subderivative of a convex 




f(u) = 11/(4. (2) 
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Combining (1) and (2) we arrive at the condition 
.f(U)-f(U)~~(U)--(U)= (u-&b). 
Denote the class of functions satisfying (1) and (2) by S,(U). Then the 
subderivative of the convex function is given by 
df(ti)= {bER”:f(u)-f(i)3 (u-tZ,b);vuEU} 
= {Vrl/(U): $( .) E S,(U)}. 
With this in mind, it is natural to view the main result as stating the 
following: 
Suppose a function f( .): R” --f R is &-subdifferentiable everywhere in a 
neighborhood of U and also locally Lipschitz around U. Then there exists a 




6, = {$(u)=a-i IIu- yII*;aeR;O<c<t; yeC}. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
If Ui and U2 are sets, a mapping r of U, to the subsets of U, can be 
represented uniquely by its graph 
G(r) = {(U,? u2): u2 E r(u,)l> 
a subset of U, x U,. 
When U, and U, are topological spaces we will consider the concepts of 
lower semi-continuity (1.s.c.) and upper semi-continuity (u.s.c.) to be those 
generated by the lower and upper semi-finite topologies on 2”*. 
A full treatment of these concepts is given in [S, I, p. 1731. See also [4] 
for a thorough account. We now state some properties. 
PROPERTIES 2.1. Suppose U, and U2 are topological spaces and r, and 
r, are multi-valued mappings from U, to U,. 
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(i) Ifcl r,(u,)=clT,(u,)f II or a u1 E U,, then we have Zl is kc. if 
and only tf Z, is 1s.~. 
(ii) Zf U, is a topological linear space and ZI is l.s.c., then Z, defined 
by Z’*(u,) = co Z,(u,) for all u1 E U, is 1.s.c. (Here and subsequently co 
denotes the convex hull.) 
(iii) Zf U, is regular and Z is closed-valued (i.e., cl T(u, ) = Z(u, )) and 
u.s.c.., then the graph G(Z) is closed. 
(iv) Define 
m(24r) = inf{ f(u2): u2 E r(2+)}, 
where U, and U2 are metric spaces, f: U, -+ U, is single-valued and 
Z(u,)# @ for all u1 E U,. Then m(ul) is U.S.C. at U, as a single-valued 
function if Z( .) is 1.s.c. at Ul and f( -) is U.S.C. on Z( tiI ) as a single-valued 
.function. 
For proofs see [7, Propositions 2.3 and 2.61 for (i) and (ii) and [6, 
Chap. 51 for (iii) and (iv). 
Within the literature there are various inequivalent concepts of con- 
tinuity of multi-valued mappings which bear similar names. Most are 
equivalent in metric spaces. The major discrepancy occurs between U.S.C. 
and the requirement hat G(T) be closed. Without some extra condition 
equivalence fails to hold in general. We will call a multi-valued mapping r 
closed if it has a graph G(T) which is a closed set in U, x U, (endowed 
with the topology induced by the spaces U, and U,). The multi-valued 
mapping r will be called closed-valued if the set T(u) is closed for each 
u E V’, . A standard condition which forces equivalence is now given. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A mapping r: U, + 2”* is said to be uniformly com- 
pact near U, if and only if there is a neighborhood N of U, such that the 
closure of the set u{T(u,): u1 E N) is compact. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let Z be untformly compact near ii,. Then Z is closed 
at ii, tf and only if Z(U,) is a compact set and Z is U.S.C. at ii,. 
A proof of the above result may be found in [12]. It is shown in [6] 
that for a compact valued, U.S.C. multi-valued mapping, on a compact set 
U, the set produced by taking the union of all the image sets, is itself a 
compact set. We shall be concerned with the multi-valued mapping 
Z(b) = (c > E: c 2 h(b)}, 
where t>O and h: R”+ R, is single-valued (positive). Because of the sim- 
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ple structure of this multi-valued mapping there is a simple equivalence 
between closure and U.S.C. 
THEOREM 2.1. The follobving ure equivalent for the mapping 
f(b)= (~20: c>h(b)}, where h: R”‘+ R,; 
(i) r(.) is closed at 6, 
(ii) r( .) is U.S.C. at 6, und 
(iii) h( .) is I.s.c. at 6 as a single-valued mapping. 
Proof. Since (ii) 3 (i) is immediate, we need only show (i) 3 (iii) and 
(iii) j (ii). 
Suppose h(6) = 0. Since h(b) 3 0 for all b we must have for any E > 0 that 
h(b) > h(6) -E = --E 
for all b sufficiently close to 6, i.e., h( .) is 1.s.c. at 6 without any further 
condition. 
Now suppose h(6) > 0, h( .) not L.C. at h and r( .) closed at 5. Then for 
any E > 0, there exists b, E A@, l/n) such that h(b,) d h(6) - E for all n suf- 
ficiently large. Since h(6) > 0 there must exist an E > 0 such that h(h) - E > 0 
and a nonnegative sequence {c,~) such that 
h(b,) <c, < h(5) - E <h(6) for all n. 
As c, E [0, h(6)], there must exist a convergent subsequence and after 
relabelling we have 
h(b,) d c, -+ c < h(6). 
That is, there exists c, E f(b,), where c, + c as 6, + 6 and c $ r(5). This 
contradicts r( .) being closed at 5, establishing (i) = (iii). 
Now suppose h( .) is kc. at 5. In order to show that (iii) 3 (ii), we need 
to show that for any open set A c R such that r(6) E A, there exists a 6 > 0 
such that 
T(b) G A for every b E N@, 6). 
If r(6) c A we must have m(r(6), E) E A for some E > 0, whenever A is 
open. Since we have 
J@-(6), E) = {c 2 0: c > h(b) - E}, 
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we can use the 1.s.c. of h( .) at b to deduce the existence of 6 > 0 such that, 
for all b E N&6), we have 





If (U,, d,) and ( U2, d2) are metric spaces then U, x U2 has the metric 
d((u,, 4, (fi,, ~J)=max{d,(f4,, GIL d,(u,, 6)). 
As usual we define 
d((u,, 4, A) = inf{d(( UI, 4, (i,, G)): (G,, %)EA} 
for A c U, x U,. The separation of two subsets A, BE U, x U, is given by 
d*(B, A) = sup{d(( ul,uz), A): (~1, U&B). 
We give a slightly reworded statement of part of the content of [S, 
Theorem 11. In the following X( U,) denotes the closed subsets of U,. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose (U,, d,) is a compact metric space and ( U2, d,) 
is metric. If l7 U, + K( U,) is u.s.c., then we can approximate r by 1.s.c. 
multi,-valued mappings r,: U, + K( U,) such that 
forall uI E U, 
d*(G(T,), G(T)) <E for all E > 0. 
We have discussed these concepts in very general spaces and shall continue 
to use the corresponding notation. As is usual in the literature we shall, 
however, deal specifically with R” (see [ 1, lo]). As has been noted before 
much of the material extends to more generalized spaces. Generalizations 
of our results will, as a consequence, be self-evident. 
3. SUBDIFFERENTIABILITY 
Ever since F. H. Clarke published his paper [ 1 ] on generalized 
gradients, much interest has surrounded the development of these theories. 
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Locally Lipschitz functions play an important role as they imply the 
existence of this type of differentiability. We use the approach of [lo] to 
define the subgradient of an arbitrary 1s.~. function. When the function is 
locally Lipschitz it will correspond to the subgradient of Clarke. We will 
consider this situation in Section 4. 
DEFINITION 3.1. (i) For an arbitrary 1,s.~. function f( . ) we define the 
upper subderivative off( .) at U with respect o h as 
f’(U; h) = lim sup inf f(u+th’)-f(u) 9 
u+,zi;h’-h Z 
1+0+ 
where u + #j if and only if u + U and f(u) -+ f(G). (Obviously this will be 
the same as u -+ tl when f( .) is a continuous function.) 
(ii) For such a function we define the subgradients off( .) at U as the 
set 
See [ 10, p. 3 1 ] for a discussion of the concept of the limit “lim sup inf.” 
We shall not use this concept directly in subsequent proofs. The set is 
always closed and convex. It follows that if f( .) is locally Lipschitz, the 
mapping 8f(u) is convex compact and nonempty and, as in the convex 
case, the mapping u + af(u) is also an U.S.C. multi-valued mapping. Also 
af(u) is a singleton for all u E Q if and only if f( .) continuously differen- 
tiable on 52. If <f(u) = {x} then Vf(u) = x. 
For a locally Lipschitz function a simpler definition exists. On can show 
for a such a function 
f,.(u; h) = lim sup fb+th)-f(y) 
(YJ) - (u.o+ ) t 
=max{(x;h):xEaf(U)). 
It follows that f’(u; h) = fJu; h), providing an alternative procedure for 
defining af(. ) when f( . ) is locally Lipschitz. 
DEFINITION 3.2. We say that a 1.s.c. functionf( .) is differentially regular 
at 17 if 
f’(U;h)= liminf j-(17 + th’) -f(u) 
Ch’J) + (h,O+ ) t 
for all h. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f: R” -+ R be a smooth function and let h: R” + R 
be locally Lipschitz. Then the function 
W)=f(x)+h(x) 
is locally Lipschitz and 
W(x) = {Vf(x) + u; u E ah(x)} L ah(x) + V’(x). 
A proof is given in [ 11, p. 621. 
In the case when f( .): U-+ R is convex the subderivative af( .) with 
respect to the afline mappings coincides with the Clarke subderivative at 
every point in int U, for US R”. For a convex function, the condition 
0 E aj”(u) implies that f( -) achieves its global minimum at U. If f( .) is 
locally Lipschitz around u and achieves a local minimum at U, then 
OEdf(U). 
The other type of subdifferentiability we use is derived from 
generalizations of the concept of convexity. We may generalize convexity 
by simply allowing 4 to be a family of arbitrary real functions which satisfy 
d+c e {l+b+c:$E(d}=qi 
In this situation f is d-convex if 
for some subcollection 1+4’ (if 4’ = 4, then f = - co). 
DEFINITION 3.3. For an arbitrary class 4, a $-convex function f is said 
to be 4 subdifferentiable at U E U if there exists a rj E 4 such that 
f(4=$(4 
and 
f(u)~lcl(u) for all UE U. 
The set of all $( .) + c, where c E R and $ is a subgradient offat ii is called 
the 4 subdifferential off at U and is denoted Sq5f (ii). Equivalently, Sq5f (ii) 
consists of all + E 4 such that 
for all u E U. 
409’132’1.5 
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The class of convexity-generating functions we shall be concerned with is 
and we shall denote the subdifferential off at U by S,J‘(ti). A function ,f‘ is 
& bounded if there exists $( .) E dz such that f(u) > G(u) for all u E U. 
The other class of interest is 
Suppose we have 
f(u)=sup u-~llu-yl12;(1’,~)~S;S~R”xR 
Since ll~--yl/~= I~uI/~-~(u, v)+ Ily/12, we have 
a supremum of a class of affine mappings. 
Thus f( .) is Q”-convex if and only if f( .) + (c/2) lI.Il’ is convex in the 
ordinary sense. In this situation we know that f( .) is Q’-subdifferentiable 
at any point in int(domf) [2, Theorem 5.111. The relationship between 
4,-convexity and #,-subdifferentiability is not quite as strong. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose f: R” -+ R is lower semi-continuous and 
#,-bounded. Then 
(i) f (. ) is subdifferentiable with respect to the class q& on a dense 
subset of its domain, and 
(ii) f( .) is in fact q52-conuex. 
The statement (i) is Theorem 6.2 of [3] with u = 2 and X= R” while (ii) 
is Theorem 4.2 combined with Proposition 4.13 of [3]. 
Any lower semi-continuous function that is d,-subdifferentiable at any 
point will, as a consequence of d,-boundedness, be &-convex. This allows 
us to write 
for any u~dom(f). This does not imply that we may assume anything 
about the compactness of the set of parameters (c, y) generating the 
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functions $( .) that comprise the set 6,. The resultant &-convex function 
may not be subdifferentially regular. The following, almost trivial, obser- 
vation will give context to Proposition 3.4. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose I,+( .) is a function such that f(U) = e(U) and 
f(u) 2 Ii/(u) for all u in some neighborhood of ii. If II/( -) is differentiable at u, 
then z = V*(U) is a lower semi-gradient at U; that is, 
lim inf f(u+th’)-f(u) a (z, h) 
Ch’J) + (h.O+ ) t 
for ull h E R”. 
This result can be found in [lo, pp. 28-291. The following proposition 
indicates when one can characterize df ( .) as exactly the set of lower semi- 
gradients. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. It is always true that 
af(ii) 1 {z: z is a lower semi-gradient of f( .) at il} 
when af(ii) # fa, one has equality in the above lf and only iff( -) is sub- 
differentially regular at U. 
For a proof see in [lo, p. 371. 
If f( .) is &-convex, then df(ii)# Qr at every point at which f( .) is 
&-subdifferentiable.We are not assured of equality in the relation af (U) 2 
W{V$(ii): $ is a & subderivative off at ti}.The function f( .) is 1.s.c. and 
hence af ( .) is well defined. By Propositions 2.2 and 2.4, af ( .) must be non- 
empty on a dense subset of dom(f ). 
This prompts one to ask whether it is possible to extend the sub- 
differentiation by taking limits, rather like Clarke originally did to define 
the subgradient. Unfortunately, we cannot use this approach to extend 
subdifferentiability to the whole of dam(f) without assuming either U.S.C. of 
the multi-function af( .), or at least closure of its graph and the existence 
of bounded sequences. Uniform compactness would seem a natural 
assumption to augment closedness at some point. This in turn would imply 
“local” compactness of the parameter set (c, y) generating the functions in 
the class &. As we shall see this would allow us to extend 4*- 
subdifferentiability to the whole of some neighborhood as well. It would 
also imply that af ( .) is U.S.C. 
As is pointed out in [lo, pp. 47481, directional Lipschitzness is closely 
related to the closure of the graph of af (. ). The reader is referred to [ 10, 
pp. 49-501 for two characterizations of af ( .) in terms of limits of lower 
semi-gradients. One class of lower semi-gradients i  generated by a d,-like 
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class. We now consider what sort of compact set of parameters (c, y) will 
allow one to deduce Q’-subdifferentiability from a dense d,-like subdif- 
ferentiability. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose f( .): U + R is continuous and _dz- 
subdifferentiable on a dense subset of U with respect to the subclass & = 
{NU)=a-(42) Ilu-~11*~ a E R; 0 d c < I& y E C}, where the compact set C 
has the property that 
y’=u-(c/c)(u-y)EC forany iiEU 
whenever 0 < c Q E < t and y E C. Then 
(i) f( . )is subdifferentiable everywhere with respect to the class Q’for 
some c > 0. 
(ii) We may identify a subderivative t,!t(u)=a- (c/2) JIu- ~11’ with 
the pair (c, y). Then the multi-valued mappings 
W(4= {(CT Y): (G Y) is a J,-sub-deriv. off at ii} 
and 
Sf(u) = {y: y E C; (c, y) is a Q”-sub-deriv. off at U} 
are both nonempty and U.S.C. on U. 
(iii) The following holds 
{c(y-ii): yGL!$f(U)) 
=zc{c(y-ii): (c, Y)ES,f(Li)} #@. 
Proof. We take a sequence u, + 11 E U where, for each n, f( .) is 4, 
subdifferentiable at u,. For each n there exists 0 < c, < C and y, E C such 
that, for all u E U, we have 
f(u)-f(u”)+ Cllu, -Yy,l12- Ilu-Y,l121. 
There exist convergent subsequences of (c,, y,) tending to some (c, y), 
where 0 < c < i: and y E C When the appropriate limit is taken in the above 
inequality, the continuity off ( .) gives 
f(u)-f(u)a; CIIU- y/12- IIU- yl12] 
for all u E U. 
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This establishes that S,f(ii) # 0. Since f( .) is densely &- 
subdifferentiable we have extended this subdifferentiability to the whole of 
dom f: This also establishes that the multi-valued mapping S,f(u) is closed 
at ii. Since S,f(ti) s [0, e] x C, the images are compact and hence the 
multi-valued mapping is U.S.C. as well. No confusion can be created by 
identifying the functions II/( .) with the ordered pairs (c, y). Any limit of 
such functions will correspond to a limit in the topology of R, x R”. As a 
consequence the notions are interchangeable. 
We now show that $,-subdifferentiability implies Q’-subdifferentiability. 
Take (c, y) E S,f(ti), where 0 6 c < F < P and hence 
for all u E U. First we show that (2, y ’ ) E S,f( U), where 
y’=u-(c/C)(ii-y). 
Since we have f( .) $,-subdifferentiable at any ii, and for any 
&-subderivative (t, JJ) with C > c there must exist y’ E C such that (E, y’) E 
S,f(ti), we will as a result establish (i). 
By hypothesis, any such y’ belongs to C, and by using cy = CU - 212 + Cy’ 
we have 
f.(u)-m; cIl~l12-w,Y)+ llYl12- Ib412+2<% y>- llyl121 
=; Cll4l’- Il~ll’l+ (u--k CY> 
We now show that 
C 
z 2-<%~)1 
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On subtracting the right side of the inequality from the left we obtain, since 
C> c, that 
(C-c) -2 i,,,2+y Il~l12+(~--c)cl14/2- (u, U>l 
(C-c) a-- 2 1142+ q I142 
+(C--c)CII~I12- 1141 ll~lll 
=y [Ilull’- Ilz7J12+2 1125112-2 Ilull IlUll] 
(C-c) 
=2 Cll4l- ll41’~0. 
Hence 
/(U)-m>; [lIzill’- Ilul121 + (U-U, Ty’) 
=; CIIU- YT- IIU- Y’ll’l 
for all u E U, establishing (i). 
We derive the remaining part of (ii) as follows: Select U, + U and 
y, E Scf(un) such that y, -+ y. By taking limits in the inequality 
we show YE S,f(G). This establishes the closure of the graph and also 
proves that S,f(E) is a closed set. Since S,f(ti) is contained in C it must 
also be compact. Hence co S,f(U) is a compact set and the corresponding 
multi-valued mappings must be U.S.C. as well. 
We now establish (iii), that is, 
Q 4 {C(y-ii): YECO S,f(U)} 
= co{V~(U): II/( .) E &j-(U)}. 
Since y E co S?f(G), there exists j, y’ E S,f(ti) and 0 < 2 < 1 such that y = 
nj+(l-1)~’ and 
?(y-ii)=If(j-ti)+(l-II)E(y’-ti). 
As S,f(G) c S,(c) the inclusion of the set Q is implied. 
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Suppose (c, y ), (C, j) E S,f( ii). Then there exist subderivatives $, ( . ) and 
$J .) corresponding to these vectors. If either of C or c is less than E, then 
there must exist y’, y” E C for which 
- - c( y - ii) = P( y” - U) 
c(y-U)=P(y’-ii). 
The pairs (?, y’) and (?, y”) correspond to subderivatives and we have 
~W,(~)+(l-~)VICI*(4 
=A+-ii)+(l-A)C(j-ii) 
= nq y’ - ii) + (1 - 2) e( y” - iz) 
= q(ny’ + (1 - A) y”) - U), 
establishing the other inclusion. The closure of the set 52 is obviously 
{E(y-~7): y~~~,S~f(ti)}, hence we have (iii). 1 
4. LOCALLY LIPSCHITZ FUNCTIONS 
We now show the strength of assuming local &-subdifferentiability of a 
locally Lipschitz function. Under these conditions we have a locally Q’- 
subdifferentiable function. That is, we can force such a function to become 
convex over some neighborhood, in the usual sense, by adding a fixed 
“penalty function.” We require the following results. 
LEMMA 4.1. Letf(u)=max{ll/,(u):yEM), whereMisacompactspace. 
Suppose each $,,( -) is locally Lipschitz on R”, the function y + $,,(u) is 
upper semi-continuous, and the multi-function (y, u) + &G,(u) is upper semi- 
continuous and also locally bounded. For any point ii, let 
M(u)= {yEM:l++,(ii)=f(U)). 
Then 
If the functions II/,(. ) are subdifferentially regular at U, then so is f ( .) and 
equality holds in the above relation. 
The precise statement above was taken from [ 10, p. 691 but it is a 
restatement of [ 1, Theorem 2.11. Of course, when each $,( .) is con- 
tinuously differentiable they are differentially regular and the lemma 
reduces to Danskin’s theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose f (. ): R” + R is q5,-suhdtfferentiable everywhere 
in a neighborhood of U and also locally Lipschitz around ii. Then there exists 
a constant c > 0. and a compact set C, such that f( ) is suhd@erentiable with 
respect to the class 
@(u)=a-i IIu- y112;aE R, ~EC 
everywhere on a sufficiently small neighborhood of ii, and, further, 
af(u)= {c(y-U): YEWS,.f(U)} 
=W{c(y -4: (c, y)ES,f(u)), 
our function f (. ) being differentially regular at U. 
Proof: Let N(& 6) be a neighborhood of ti for which 8f (. ) exists as a 
compact convex set and f( .) is &-subdifferentiable at every ME fl(zYi, 6). 
Then for any U’ E m(ti, 6) there exists (c, y) such that the function 
u+f(u)+i lb-YI12 




)I u = u’ 
=8f(u’)+c(u’- y), 
by Proposition 3.1. This implies that for some c we have 
For C > 0, E^ >0, and 6 sufficiently small, we define C(t) to be the set 
For 2 > 0, the set C(c) is compact. This follows from the compactness of 
fl(U, 6), i3f (G), and the consequent compactness m(af (U), E^). Take a 
sequence { yn } in C(C). Then there exists x,, c,, and ML such that 
y, = x,/c, + 4, 
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where 
There must exist a convergent subsequence of (x,, u:) tending to (x, u’) 
with x E N(af(fi), 6) and U’ E W( U, 6). 
Two cases arise: 
I. c, + co. In this event, 
y, =x,/c, + u:, + 24’ EN(U, 6) c c(t). 
II. Suppose c, remains bounded. In this case ‘there exists a con- 
vergent subsequence of (c,, x,, uk) tending to (c, x, u’). With relabdling we 
have 
where 
y, = x,/c, + u:, + x/c + u’ E C(2), 
c, + c 2 2. 
In either case, C(2) is sequentially compact and hence compact. 
For 6 sufficiently small we have 
af( u) E N( af( ii), q c rn( df( U), q 
for all u E N(U, 6). Hence if (c, y) determines a subderivative off( . ) at U, we 
must have y E C(c). Whenever c < t we may, as before, increase c to E and 
move y to y’ = u - (c/~)(u - v) to produce a new subderivative at U. Since 
y = x/c + u, we have 
= u + x/t E c(t). 
That is, for any u E~(z& 6) there exist c2 i2 and YE C(e) such that (c, y) 
produces a subderivative of f( .) at U. This result is independent of how 
large we make iZ > 0. As a consequence, 
W(u) = {(c, Y): c b t Y E C(2) and (c, Y) E %f(u)), 
where 
%w(u) = {(G Yh (G Y) is a &-subderiv. off at U} 
is a closed nonempty multi-valued mapping on m(ti, 6). 
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Define 
H(u)= {c: 3y s.t. (c, y)eSf’(u)j 
and let 
h(u)=inf{c:cEH(u)}. 
We note that h(u) < cc for all u E m(ti, 6) and prove that the multi-valued 
mapping H(u) must be closed at any u E R(z?, 6). Suppose U, E N(U, 6), 
u, + U, and c, E H(u,). We must show that c E H(u), whenever c, + c. 
Since c, E H(u,), there must exist y, E C(C) such that (c,, y,) E S&,f(un) 
with a convergent subsequence tending to (c, y) E S$,f(u), where y E C(C) 
and c > E. That is, c belongs to H(u), establishing closure. As a bonus this 
also establishes that H(u) is a closed set for all u E m(ti, 6). 
If FE H(u), then for any c 3 C we have c E H(u). Hence 
H(u)= {c>,O: c>h(u)} 
for all UEN(G, 6). By Theorem 2.1, H( .) is U.S.C. on N(U, 6) and h( .) is 1s.~. 
on R(ti, 6). 
Since U, =N(ii, 6) is a compact metric space and H( .): U, -K(R) is 
u.s.c., we can invoke Theorem 2.2 to deduce the existence of a 1.s.c. multi- 
valued mapping I?,( .) approximating H( .) in graph, i.e., 
d*(G(H,), G(W) GE for all E > 0. 
Thus for all E > 0 and u E w(U, 6), there exists u’ E N(u, E) such that 
H,(u) c N(H(u’), E). 
We may take H,(u) to be a closed, convex set. For otherwise we could 
replace it by 55 H,(u). Proposition 2.1 parts (i) and (ii) ensure that 
i3 H,(. ) is still 1.s.c. on R(z?, 6). Since H( .) is closed and convex we must 
have for all E > 0 and u E m(ti, 6) the existence of u1 E N(u, E) such that 
w H,(u) G N(H(u’), E). 
The mapping E H,( .) will still approximate H( .) in a graph. Let 
h,(u)=inf{c:cEE5I1J~(u)}, 
and note that 
w H,(u) = {c: c z h,(u)}. 
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By Proposition 2.1 part (iv), h,( .) is U.S.C. on R(ii, 6) and, since 
H(U) !E H,(u) for all u E N(ti, 6) we must have also 
h,(u) G h(u) for all u E N(ti, 6). 
Putting this all together, we have for u EN(z& 6) the existence of 
u1 E N(u, E) such that 
for all E > 0. By letting 
M=sup{h,(u): 24EN(U, S)}, 
we establish that for any E > 0 and u E N(ti, 6) there exists u1 E N(u, E) such 
that cx, > M + E > h(u’). The constant M is finite, since h,( .) is U.S.C. and 
N(z& 6) is compact. 
We show that this in turn implies the existence of (c, y) E Sf(u), where 
M > c > E. The arbitrariness of u E N(E, 6) establishes a &-type subdifferen- 
tiability on N(G, 6). 
Let E = l/n, where n E Z+. Take u E N(ii, E), and for each n choose of, as 
above. As n + co, necessarily of, -+ U. If c, = h(ui) > C there must exist for 
each n some y, such that (c,, y,)~ S’(ui). Since M+ l/n > c, 2 2 and 
y, E C(E), there must exist a convergent subsequence converging to 
(c, y) E S’(U), by the closed mapping property of Sf( . ). 
Take C = C(t). Then we have established subdifferentiability with respect 
to q4, = {l&)=a-(c/2) Ilu-yIl*: aeR; O<c<M; ye(Z). The set C has 
the required properties and hence an application of Theorem 3.1 to the 
function f: U + R, where U = N(U, 6) establishes all except the equality of 
af( .) with its subgradients. 
We now complete out proof by noting that for u E N(U, 6) = U, f(u) = 
sup{U’/(u): ICI(.) is a &-subderiv. of f at u E U}. The set S= 
u &fw~~ u> is compact, since S,f( .) is U.S.C. and U is compact. 
Hence for u E U 
f(u)=sup $(.)=a-: IIu- ~11’: (c, y)ES 
{ I 
and a.n application of Lemma 4.1 gives 
af(u) = W{V$(U) = c( y - 2-i): (c, y) E s,f(24}, 
where 
S2f(4= ((c, Y): (c, ~1~s and Il/(4=f(u)). 
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Using (iii) of Theorem 3.1, we arrive at 
Jf(i)= {C(J)-24): I,EE5SS,f‘(U)) 
=~{c(JJ-24): (c, y)ES,f(U)}, 
which concludes the proof. 1 
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